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Abstract: The creation of an intellectual property product with a vector of effective implementation into production 

predetermines the search for optimal proportions of interaction between scientific, industrial, and educational parameters. 
Scientific, industrial and educational types of organizations are proposed to be interpreted as objects of interrelated elements 
that have a direct impact on patent activity in the field of nano production. Additional emphasis was placed on the factors that 
arise in the process of commercialization of objects of intellectual activity and have a critical impact on the final results of the 
process. In this connection, it was proposed to introduce the concept of dysfunction (a dysfunctional indicator of the promotion 
of high technology products), considered as a factor-obstacle in the process of entering the market of intellectual property. It 

also introduces the definition of success (an indicator of the success of promoting science-intensive products), considered as a 
vector antonym of dysfunction, which is a defining tool to improve the effectiveness of the strategy for the commercialization 
of scientific developments and projects. 

The paper defines the boundaries of the indicators of success and the dysfunctionality of the patent activity of high technology 

products using the example of nanomaterials. The indicators were evaluated for their compliance with the proposed criteria. 
This approach can be positioned as a way to identify and correct dysfunctional and successful factors that predetermine the 
effectiveness of patent activity of high technology products in the mining and metallurgical industry. 

The article proposes a model for assessing the factors affecting patent activity in the mining and metallurgical complex, based 
on the division of factors into blocks of standard and specific purposes, based on the specifics of the nano object of the mining 

and metallurgical complex as a product on the market. The model includes scientific, educational, and industrial indices that 
have a direct impact on patenting activity in the field of nanomaterials and nanotechnology in the mining and metallurgical 
industry. The correspondence of scientific, production, and educational parameters was checked on the example of a science-
intensive product of the proposed model for increasing patent activity 

Keywords: Patent activity, nanoproducts, market promotion, mining and metallurgical industry, marketing strategy. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

1. Introduction  

The marketing research of any product commercialization adheres to the following standard stages: analysis of 

external and internal factors, product market analysis, product promotion development, and promotion 

effectiveness evaluation [1]. However, given that nanomaterials are a rather specific science-intensive product, 

their path from idea to commercialization is saturated with an exclusive marketing approach. Embodying any idea 

into a product is undoubtedly a laborious process. The stages from the birth of the idea of creating an intellectual 

property object (i.e. patent, know-how, technologies, or software) and to their commercialization imply several 

stages and the possible synergy of various factors that are considered in this work. 

2. Objective 

The study's purpose is to identify success indicators and dysfunctionality of the patent activity processes of 

high technology products in the mining and metallurgical industry using the example of nanomaterials and 

nanotechnologies. The study feature is to determine the factors that are necessary to increase the effectiveness of 

intellectual property commercialization, in particular, nanomaterials in the mining and metallurgical industry. 

The beginning of the nanotechnology era is characterized by several points: the peculiarities of substance 

properties while reducing its size; several recent discoveries in physics of low-dimensional structures; 

development of new technological methods for processing substances and the creation of new materials with 

unusual properties [2]. Nanoscience and nanotechnology are interdisciplinary and focus on nanoscale materials 

and processes [3]. In scientific sources, the ‘Nano object’ has two definitions. One of the definitions is 

technological, where nano-objects are characterized as objects with a certain size of from 1 to 100 nanometers in 

at least one dimension. Another definition has a physical component, where a nano-object acts from the position 
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of an object with a reduced dimension (with d ≤ d* in at least one dimension). As far as we know, there are no 

other definitions [4]. 

Thus, a nano-object feature can be recognized as its microminiaturization. Changing shapes and sizes at the 

nanometer level implies complex processes in creating a nano product, taking into account the understanding of 

science and technology unity. As a result of the transformation of nano-objects, a complete science-intensive 

product is obtained. These are nanomaterials or nanotechnology. All finished products of the knowledge-intensive 

market are the result of research and development. The final product comes out in the form of patents and 

production secrets (or know-how). Thus, the resulting scientific nano product is an object of intellectual property, 

that is, an object recognized as unique, not similar to everything that was created earlier. Today’s close attention 

of researchers to nanostructures is caused by the tremendous progress in their synthesis [5]. In 2012, the Integrated 

Program for the Development of Biotechnology in the Russian Federation until 2020 was approved. It outlines the 

key areas of innovative development of the modern economy, including nanotechnology, which defines 

nanotechnology as the development and use of systems and technical devices in the nanoscale [6]. 

An indicator of the viability of a nano product is not just obtaining the material in nanoscale, but bringing it to 

the stage of practical application [7]. Nanomaterials and nanotechnology as a market science-intensive product 

must be developed and commercialized with the condition of economic feasibility. At present, interest in nano-

objects is growing rapidly, however, patent activity is in stagnation. 

Based on Rosstat data [8] and the reference book of the Nano industry of Russia [9], we determine the growth 

rates of the nano industry product volume in Russian regions. Data corresponding to the period from 2015 to 2018 

(Table 1). 

 

Table 1 Nano products volume dynamics in regions of the Russian Federation from 2015 to 2018 (in % 

comparing to last year). 

Regions of the Russian Federation 2015 2016 2017 2018 

RussianFederation 113,6 124,1 102,1 127,2 

CentralFederalDistrict 122,3 119,5 98,5 119,6 

Moscow 130,7 112,9 84,1 116,8 

NorthwesternFederalDistrict 134,8 99,0 99,2 104,3 

SouthernFederalDistrict 134,6  134,6  74,4  143,2 

NorthCaucasianFederalDistrict 125,0 102,5 84,7 32,8 

VolgaFederalDistrict 96,8 157,8 1 104,5 144,4 

Uralfederaldistrict 114,2 100,4 109,7 95,1 

SiberianFederalDistrict 138,0 107,6 118,2 117,3 

CrimeanFederalDistrict - 31,4 - - 

FarEasternFederalDistrict - - - - 

Table 1 shows that in Russia in the period from 2017 to 2018 there was an increase of nano industry products. 

The peak is seen in the central federal district, the southern federal district and the city of Moscow. Let’s consider 

the participants in the research and development process related to nanotechnologies, by type of organization for 

the period from 2015 to 2018 (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Participants in the research and development process related to nanotechnologies, by type of 

organization for the period from 2015 to 2018, (units). 

Thus, it is obvious that the main patent developments and research fall on the share of research organizations 

and educational institutions of higher education [20]. Based on the analysis data, it can be argued that the basic 

principle of implementing the concept of effective promotion of a science-intensive product is the unity of all 

three components: scientific, industrial, and educational spheres. 

3. Problem overview 

The viability study of nano-objects is possible in many ways. One way is to study patent activity around a 

single technology is through patent landscape analysis or patent mapping. The method essence is to process a 

large array of patent information with subsequent result visualization [10]. However, it is impossible to assess the 

object viability of intellectual activity without studying the factors influencing patent activity. 

4. Question theory 

The effective result implementation of intellectual work in the mining and metallurgical complex presupposes 

the consolidation of the following fundamental goals. For example, production necessity, unique technological 

methods of material processing, and improved properties of nano products. 

The main strategic directions of intellectual activity commercialization, namely, nanotechnologies and 

nanomaterials in the mining and metallurgical industry: 

1. Patenting and licensing the development of nano products in the mining and metallurgical complex; 

2. Factor determination of influencing the patenting activity in the nano industry of mining and 

metallurgical complex; 

3. Tool development of intellectual property in the mining and metallurgical industry. 

Table 2 shows the leading organizations in metallurgy patenting [9]. 

Table 2Leading organizations in metallurgy patenting in 2018, (units). 

№ Name 
Numberofpat

ents (unit) 

1 Manufacturingcompanies  

 Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works 23 

 Severstal 20 

 NovolipetskMetallurgicalPlant 15 

 Sinarskypipeplant 14 

 ChelyabinskPipe-RollingPlant 11 

 Plant named after V. A. Degtyarev 11 

 WestSiberianMetallurgicalPlant 10 
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Table 2 shows that scientific organizations are implementing an active patent policy. Manufacturing 

companies rank second in patenting nano products. Voronezh State Technical University, National Research 

Technological University Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys, Ufa State Aviation Technical University, and 

Kursk State Agricultural Academy [9] have the largest number of patents in the university sector. This once again 

gives rise to the identification of the main right holders of patents in the field of nanoproducts, the functioning of 

which is not always subject to favorable development trends [19]. 

The creation of an intellectual property product with a vector of effective implementation into production 

predetermines the search for optimal proportions of interaction between scientific, production, and educational 

parameters [18]. Scientific, industrial and educational types of organization can be interpreted as objects of 

interrelated elements that have a direct impact on patenting activity in the field of nano production. The 

production aspect of promoting intellectual property objects in the mining and metallurgical industry, if described 

from a quantitative point of view, suggests a favorable place for the implementation of scientific developments. 

The quality component is foreseen in the form of the effective development of mining and metallurgical 

production. At the same time, the implementation of industrial interests should be subordinated to scientific and 

educational priorities [11]. 

The educational essence of effective patenting of nanomaterials and nanotechnologies in the metallurgical 

complex is outlined in a concept that assumes a platform for the fruitful development of production and science. 

The scientific aspect is the compass for educational and production elements. The difference in this model is 

based on the understanding of scientific research to obtain a balanced result. Great importance is attached to the 

direction of science since it can be the locomotive of the country’s technological breakthrough [12]. 

5. Methods 

A toolkit has been developed for assessing the factors affecting the efficiency of commercialization in the 

mining and metallurgical industry, taking into account the characteristics of a nano product [13]. It is proposed to 

 GorkyAutomobilePlant 9 

2

. 

Scientificorganizations  

 All-Russian Research Institute of Aviation Materials 53 

 Institute of Metallurgy and Materials Science named after A.A. Baiko 

The RussianAcademy of Sciences 

20 

 Ural Branch of the All-Russian Research Institute of Railway Transport 19 

 Central Research Institute of Structural Materials ‘Prometheus’ 14 

 Institute of Metal Physics Ulyanovsk branch The Russian Academy of Sciences 11 

 Central Research Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy named after I.P. Bardin 9 

 All-Russian Institute of Light Alloys 7 

 Institute of Solid State Physics The RussianAcademy of Sciences 7 

 Combine ‘Electrokhimpribor’ 7 

3

.  

Educationalinstitutions  

 VoronezhStateTechnicalUniversity 18 

 UfaStateAviationUniversity 18 

 National Research Technological University ‘Moscow State Institute of Steel and 

Alloys’ 

16 

 KurskState Agricultural Academy I.I. Ivanov 14 

 AltaiStateTechnicalUniversity named after I. I. Polzunov 8 

 SiberianStateIndustrialUniversity 6 
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consider the following stages of a strategic approach to increasing patent activity in the mining and metallurgical 

industry, taking into account the characteristics of a nano product as a commodity: 

1. Factor classification into standard and specific for non-objects, taking into account their introduction into 

the mining and metallurgical complex; 

2. Boundaries determination of success and dysfunction indicators by the method of mathematical 

expectation from each factor and its weight to determine the effectiveness of promoting high-tech products into 

production; 

3. Model development for increasing patent activity in the mining and metallurgical industry, using the 

industry characteristics of a nano product, and taking into account the dysfunction and success parameters. 

At the initial stage of this study, it is necessary to pay attention to the establishment of optimal criteria for the 

functioning of factors, which together determine the perspective and effectiveness of the result. Parameters of all 

factors of patent activity below the average or minimum allowable can be attributed to dysfunction. In other 

words, the obstacles that arise in the process of introducing objects of intellectual activity into the mining and 

metallurgical industry with a negative impact can be attributed to dysfunctional indicators. One of the main 

dysfunctional indicators is the lack of practices and methodologies to help integrate patent development into a 

company’s production activities. The management of companies is not always prepared for the fact that their 

strategic and operational decisions will be based on patent policy. This dysfunction is due to the lack of 

knowledge and experience on how the availability of acquired patents can help in the field of strategic 

development and in determining the vector of investment. Additionally, legal gaps can be identified as a 

dysfunctional indicator on the way to advance patent policy in the field of nano products. In Russia, experts point 

out the lack of infrastructure for this industry. Despite the alignment of Russian legislation in the field of 

intellectual property following the provisions of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights, abbreviated as TRIPS (reflected in Part 4 of the Civil Code of the Russia Federation), the protection of 

rights to innovative products is still greatly complicated [14]. 

Success rates in promoting high-tech products are seen as the antonym of dysfunction. The indicators of 

success include factors with effective impact. 

Next, we will consider a model of interaction and interdependence of three subsystems, which will allow 

predicting the process of effective development of patent activity in the field of nanomaterials and 

nanotechnologies in the mining and metallurgical industry, taking into account the factors of dysfunction and 

success. The model includes scientific, educational, and industrial indices that have a point effect on the quantity 

and quality of patent activity in nanomaterials and nanotechnologies in the mining and metallurgical industry. The 

relationship is presented by the following inequality: 

IPP > IPOD > IPNR,                         (1) 

IPP– the industrial production index of the mining and metallurgical complex [15]; 

IPOD– the participation index of educational institutions of higher professional education, high professional 

qualifications. 

IPNR –thegrowth index of scientific developments in the industry. 

The effective path of a nano product from an object of intellectual activity to an industrial design is 

characterized by the fulfillment of inequality (1), which can be interpreted as follows: 

1. IPP→max, the index of industrial production should strive to the maximum since an increase in the 

extraction of ore and coal contributes to the development and growth of scientific research in the mining and 

metallurgical industry. 

2. IPOD>100,this condition characterizes an increase in the number of scientific-educational and research 

centers based on higher educational institutions of higher education, high professional qualifications in the field of 

nano-objects. 

3. IPNR>100,this condition characterizes the growth of scientific research, an increase in the number of 

intellectual property objects in mining and metallurgical production. It is necessary to recognize the dominant role 

of maximizing the index of the growth index of scientific developments in the industry to obtain a balanced result. 

The proposed model will allow increasing patent activity, shortening the commercialization time of intellectual 

property objects, assessing the actual state of patent policy, and predicting expectations. The proposed method can 

be positioned as a way of analyzing and correcting dysfunctional indicators and turning them into indicators of 

success by choosing the right response tools. Success and processes dysfunctionality indicators affect changes in 

patent activity, it can be performed by defining a standard, which is used as the mathematical expectation of the 
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sample. In our case, as a mathematical expectation, we take a multiplier of factors that make up the process of 

promoting patent nano production. In addition to the standard factors that are considered when promoting any 

product on the market, it is necessary to identify additional unique parameters for nano products that characterize 

the peculiarity of this type of nano product for the mining and metallurgical complex on the patenting market. The 

factors can be classified as standard and specific ones, and it is possible to assess the gradation of each factor by 

mathematical expectation. 

The mathematical expectation calculation of each factor is made according to the following formula: 

xi
.
yi =F,                                                       (2) 

F - expectation factor, 

xi -  possible factor value,  

yi– event probability by xi factor. 

The expectation from each standard and specific factor is determined. Using the ranking method and 

calculating the sum of the multipliers for each factor, we determine their dysfunction and success. 

6. Results 

Concerning the proposed methodology, let us consider the educational aspect in the promotion of patent 

activity on the example of the higher educational institution National Research Technological University 

‘Moscow State Institute of Steel and Alloys’. 

Table 3 Patenting activity determinants expectation. 

№ Factors 

xi 

probability of 

factor fulfillment 

yi 

possible factor 

value 

Fxiyi 

expectation 

from factor 

dysfunction 

(D) and 

success (S) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Standard factors 

1.1 Manufacturers х1=5 у1=5 25 S 

1.2 Productioncapacity х2=5 у2=5 25 S 

1.3 Creationmethods х3=5 у3=5 25 S 

1.4 Consumers х4=3 у4=5 15 S 

1.5 Market х5=3 у5=4 12 D 

1.6 Manufacturingflexibility х6=4 у6=4 16 S 

1.7 Developmenttime х7=3 у7=4 12 D 

2. Specificfactors 

2.1 Nanomaterials x8=4 y8=5 20 S 

2.2 Nanotechnology x9=4 y9=5 20 S 

2.3 Structure x10=4 y10=5 20 S 

2.4 Properties x11=4 y11=4 16 S 

2.5 Theform x12=4 y12=4 16 S 

2.6 Fractionofmaterialsurface x13=4 y13=4 16 S 

2.7 Quantumtechnology x14=3 y14=4 12 D 

2.8 Developmentvalue x15=4 y15=5 20 S 

 ƩFxiyi    D3; S12 

 Checkinginequality (1) - 100.0>100,1>100,3 

This study result showed dysfunction in terms of the standard factors for promoting a product along the lines 

of ‘market’ and ‘production flexibility’. Dysfunction for the ‘market’ factor arose from a low factor score. The 

reason is the absence of a database on consumers of science-intensive developments and the lack of analysis of 

competitors. The production flexibility is characterized by the conditions for the introduction of a science-

intensive product into production [16]. The dysfunction of the factor is created as a result of company 

management uncertainty in patent policy effectiveness, which slows down the process of commercialization. 

Currently, a dysfunctional indicator has been identified for the quantum technology factor, however, shortly, it 

will become a success indicator. This is because the National Research Technological University ‘Moscow State 

Institute of Steel and Alloys’ and the Russian quantum center created a scientific collaboration ‘Quantum Center 

of the National Research Technological University ‘Moscow State Institute of Steel and Alloys’, which included 

about 10 research laboratories and centers [21]. The combined potential will allow the ‘Quantum Center National 

Research Technological University’ Moscow State Institute of Steel and Alloys’ to claim leadership positions 

among the world's leading research centers specializing in this area [17]. All other factors are in a state of success 
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and exceed dysfunctional ones (D3> S12). Next, consider the fulfillment of inequality (1): 100.0> 100.1> 100.3. 

The inequality is fully satisfied, i.e. the extraction of minerals in the mining and metallurgical complex does not 

exceed the level of the previous year, and the scientific knowledge index excess has led to an increase in 

developments and the number of patents in the field of non-materials and nanotechnologies. 

Thus, it is possible to recognize that the proposed method can be positioned as a way of finding and correcting 

dysfunctional areas and, as a result, determine the correct response tools. 

7. Conclusion 

As a result of the proposed toolkit for assessing the factors affecting the increase in the commercialization of 

nano-objects, it is assumed that dysfunctional indicators and indicators of success are identified in the form of a 

mathematical expectation from each factor. The results obtained make it possible to effectively control, correct, 

and analyze in dynamics the work of each factor separately, which will allow eliminating dysfunction and 

increasing the success of patent activity of nanoscience in the mining and metallurgical complex. The proposed 

approaches will improve the efficiency of patent policy in the nano industry. These recommendations allow you to 

calculate, analyze, control, and adjust the parameters of the factors quickly and, if necessary, strengthen the work 

on each factor separately. 
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